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Abstract: Play reflects advances in social, cognitive, motor and language skills and conversely provides opportunities for these skills to develop further. Therefore, the data on developmental norms of play serves to benefit the assessment and rehabilitation of children with developmental issues, when no other behavioral responses can be satisfactorily obtained for observation. Given India's diversity in economic, cultural and social factors, the current study explores if differences in children's economic background affects their play behavior. 20 children, aged 3.6-4.6 years, 10 each from Private and Government-run Schools were selected to play freely with the toys, which was video recorded for 15 minutes. Each child was later analyzed separately for frequency of all the stages of play development. Comparison of play was made between the 2 socio-economic groups. No difference was seen between both groups for different plays except for relational play which was higher in frequency in urban children.
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I. Introduction

Play, a behavior inseparable from children, has been realized as a behavior manifested not just for fun, rather as a means to understand one's environment and to build on one's physical abilities. It is described as any activity by the child that is intrinsically motivated, freely chosen, pleasurable, non-literal and involving active engagement by the child physically/psychologically or both [1]. A leading proponent of play theory states that while playing, children are not only developing their neurological foundations that will enable problem solving, language and creativity, but also enables learning how to relate to others, how to calibrate their muscles and bodies and how to think in abstract terms [2]. From neurobiological and neuropsychological perspectives, authors in their book on play have cited, "Without play, Pansepp suggests, optimal learning, normal social functioning, self control and other executive functions might not mature properly"[3].

A normal child goes through 5 developmental stages of play namely exploratory play, relational play, self-pretend play, simple pretend play and sequence pretend play, where exploratory play is a stage of play with toys or objects observed in children as soon as they are able to hold it. It involves different actions like dropping, throwing, mouthing, shaking, hitting, examining, feeling or rubbing. In relational play, children discover the ability to relate objects one to another such as banging one object with the other or stacking toys one over the other. In the stage of self-pretend play children emerge with the ability to imitate actions of others and use imagination to let one object represent the other, such as using toy cup to represent real cup and pretending to drink from it. In simple pretend play, children begin to relate their actions to a doll or toy animal such as pretending to feed the animal or doll. When children are able to sustain their pretend play for much longer and link their actions into a simple sequence it is called sequence pretend play. For example making bed and making a doll sleep and feeding milk with a bottle [4]. These stages are studied by different researchers and have reported the age at which these plays are seen in children. One of the studies report that exploratory play, which is also referred to as sensory motor play to occur in children around 9-15 months [5]. The same play is documented in another study to occur around 6 months and the next stage of play, which is relational play to occur by 9 months [4]. The representational stage of play or pretend play is reported to be seen around 15 - 24 months in one study[5], 18 months-4 years in another similar study [6] and around 18 months, 24 months and 36 months according to a study which further categorized the play as self-pretend play, simple pretend play and sequence pretend play respectively [4]. Much of the pretend play at self-pretend stage may not last long and may be followed by less mature play such as piling toys on top of one another or rubbing them together[4].

Researchers since the early 1950s have extensively studied play behavior to understand the relationship between a child's play with different developmental domains such as cognition [6,7,8,9], affect [10,11,12], literacy [13] and language [14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25] and have shown that play has positive effect on development of these domains. Therefore, documenting the development of play facilitates understanding and base lining of other developmental domains.

This is especially useful during the assessment of children suspected of developmental delay/disabilities, where normative data on play alone may serve as a valuable tool when no other behavioral responses can be satisfactorily obtained for observation.
Although, research on play development has been documented widely in western literature, not much research has been carried out in Indian context, a country which is diverse in social and cultural status. Research on play behavior in India has documented play activities exhibited using different objects [26], gender differences [27,28] and preference between object and people [29]. Accounting for the dearth of literature on different stages of play exhibited at different ages, the current study is undertaken.

II. Need

Reflects advances in social, cognitive, motor and language skills and conversely provides opportunities for these skills to develop further. Hence data on developmental norms of play serves to benefit in the assessment and rehabilitation of children with developmental issues when no other behavioral responses can be satisfactorily obtained for observation. Given India's diversity in social, economic, cultural and linguistic factors, western norms if used on the Indian population may not give valid results. Hence the current study is carried out that looks at documenting play behavior in children aged 3;6-4;6 years from 2 different commonly seen socio-economic groups of the nation.

III. Aim

To obtain frequency of play in typically developing 3;6 – 4;6 years old Indian children from 2 different socio-economic backgrounds. To determine if statistically significant difference exists when the stages of play are compared between the groups of children with different socio-economic status.

IV. Method

Subjects: 10 children (mean age= 4.1 years) attending a privately run kindergarten school in Mangaluru, a corporation city of Dakshin Kannada district were considered. Average annual income of their parents was greater than 3 lakhs. 10 children (mean age = 4 years) attending Government-run Kindergarten, about 10 km from Puttur, a town located in the same district were considered. Average annual income of their parents was less than 1 lakh. Information on parents' annual income was obtained from the schools' head. All subjects were informally screened for any visual, speech, language or hearing problems by the Speech-Language Pathologists.

Stimulus: Stimuli consisted of toys that were available at schools where the data was intended to be obtained. The 2 schools differed in the availability of variety and number of toys. Private School had toys consisting of ring stands, bead stands, rattles, balls, animal and fruit models, toy cars, teddy bears, puppets, and dolls with toy feeding bottles, toy cups, toy jugs, toy comb and building blocks. Each child had access to 4-5 toys at any given time. The Government-run School had toys consisting of building blocks, models of vehicles, fruits, vegetables and animals; and children attending this school had access to 1-2 objects at any given time.

Procedure: Permission to carry out the study was duly obtained from the school authority. No instructions regarding the use of toys were given. All children were left free to play. This was video recorded using Nikon digital camera of 10.0 mega pixel for 15 minutes. Each child was later analyzed separately for frequency of all the stages of play development. A tabular column was drawn with 5 stages of play for each subject. A score of 1 was given to each kind of play that was exhibited by the child during the recording time. Frequency of play obtained for each kind of play in the 2 groups are graphically represented in Graph 1 and 2 below. Scoring for different kinds of play for each subject was done by 2 observers. Only those play behaviors exhibited by children that were judged similarly by both observers as the kind of play described for exploratory, relational, self-pretend, simple pretend and sequence pretend play [4] were considered.
V. Results

Graph 1: Frequency of play summed across 10 subjects for each stage of play in children attending Private School

Graph 2: Frequency of play summed across 10 subjects for each stage of play in children attending Government School

Results showed that children who came from higher socio-economic conditions (as seen in Graph 1) exhibited relational play (Frequency=84) and exploratory play (Frequency=79) as the most frequent plays. Simple pretend play occurred with lesser frequency (22 times), while self and sequence pretend plays occurred with a frequency of just once. Mann-Whitney U-Test was carried out to determine if relational or exploratory stage of play dominated the age group of children with high socio-economic status. Results revealed no significant difference in the frequencies of relational (Mdn=8.5) and exploratory (Mdn=9) plays (U=49.5, Z=0, p>0.05).
Similarly, children who came from lower socio-economic conditions (as seen in Graph 2) exhibited relational (Frequency=54) and exploratory play (Frequency=49) as the most frequent plays. Similar to the findings in children attending Private School, pretend plays occurred at lesser frequency, with self-pretend play occurring at a frequency of 3 times, simple pretend play with a frequency of just once, and absent sequence play. Mann-Whitney U-Test was carried out on this group of children too, to determine if relational or exploratory stage of play dominated the plays. Results showed no significant difference in the frequencies of relational (Mdn=5) and exploratory (Mdn=4) plays (U=41.5, Z=0.6, p>0.05), the findings that was similar to what was observed among children attending Private School.

When statistical comparison of the stages of play was made between children from high and low socio-economic backgrounds, it was seen that there were no statistically significant differences between exploratory plays (Mdn=9.4; U=28, Z=1.6, p>0.05.), self-pretend plays (Mdn=0.0; U=49.5, Z=0, p>0.05), simple pretend plays (Mdn=1.0; U=23.5, Z=1.97, p>0.05) and sequence pretend plays (Mdn=0.0; U=45, Z=0.34, p>0.05) on Mann-Whitney U-Test. However, statistically significant difference was observed when relational play exhibited by children attending Government School (Mdn=5) was compared with relational play exhibited by children attending Private School (Mdn=8.5), U=11.5, Z=2.94, p<0.05.

VI. Discussion

The study aimed to understand if children from different socio-economic conditions, with differences in exposure to the variety and number of toys, manifested play behaviors differently. For this 20 children, 10 each from Private and Government-run Schools aged 3;6 – 4;6 years were analyzed for the occurrence of different kinds of play behaviors. The Government-run School was lower in toy varieties and child to toy ratio compared to the Private School.

Statistical analysis revealed relational and exploratory plays as most frequent plays in both groups of children who came from 2 different socio-economic conditions (high and low). This is in contrast to the findings documented in western literature which report these plays to be prominent in children before the age of 15 months [4,5]. Pretend plays occurred in both groups at lesser frequencies, the plays that should have been frequently occurring in the age group that was considered in the present study [4,6]. However the findings cannot be observed as being contradictory, given the reports in previous literature that the stage of pretend play may not last long and could be followed by less mature plays like exploratory or relational [4].

There was no difference between the frequencies of different stages of play exhibited by children from both groups with different socio-economic status, except for relational play. Relational play occurred at a significantly lower frequency in children with lower socio-economic status, who attended the Government-run School. This difference could be attributed to the limited access of play materials per child in the Government-run School compared to the children attending Private School. However this observation needs to be interpreted with caution, given the recording duration which was limited to 15 minutes. Further research in the same age group with extended recording duration could be carried out to substantiate the current findings.

VII. Conclusion

Comparison of play frequency data between children from different socio-economic status in the age group of 3;6-4;6 years showed that socio-economic differences did not affect play development in either of the groups except for the kind of play that required access to several toys. Toys differed in number and variety in schools attended by the 2 groups of children which could be the probable reason for the current findings. However lengthened recording duration or re-observation on provision of additional toys is warranted before drawing concrete conclusions on the differences in relational plays in the 2 groups.

The data from the current study when combined with the normative data in other developmental domains of children in a culturally, linguistically and socially complex nation like India would be useful in the assessment of children with developmental delay/disabilities, when no other behavioral responses can be satisfactorily obtained.

Limitations: Information on the use of toys at home by both groups of children could not be obtained.

Future directions: Inclusion of larger sample to better represent the population with increased recording duration.
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